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Everything I do from providing quality, top-notch customer service, to the care I put into creating
signature alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktails, to the way I interact with my team members has
been influenced by the way I saw my dad run his own business.

raining under her father, Carmaleita gained
a strong foundation in service and creating the
ultimate guest experience. With over twelve years
industry experience, Lyght House Cocktails’
owner and mixologist, Carmaleita Lyght, is known
for having a great attitude, developing new ideas
and providing exceptional guest service.
In addition to the impeccable attention to service,
Lyght House Cocktails is known for custom
alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktails and drinks,
perfect for any occasion. Their website states “We
specialize in crafting the perfect liquid confection.
We believe the utmost care and attention to detail
should be utilized when crafting our signature
drinks. Our hand-made cocktails are made with
fresh, premium ingredients; many of which are
selected from local vendors.”
While weddings make up the majority of their
business, Lyght House Cocktails is available for
all social event types featuring one-of-a-kind
drinks. Private consultations are offered to help
advise the best liquor and wine for the event.
During a consultation there are typically two
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meetings with the client including a taste testing.
It may seem intimidating that alcohol is the only
thing not included in the full-service, but with a
custom shopping list, having the perfect drink
will be the easiest aspect to plan.
In addition to the bar service, stemware, linen,
portable bar, servers, bar backs, mixologist, and
wait staff are included. Each member of the team
is trained by the owner from the ground up to
provide consistency across the brand.
Can’t fly the crew to you? Lyght House Cocktails
now offers a specialty product line of cocktails
that can be shipped all over the country. This
new venture will allow you to have signature,
seasonal drinks all year! Her latest creations
include the Spiced Pumpkin Pie Martini as well
as a Southern Pecan Pie Cocktail. Some of their
most popular drinks include Blackberry Basil
Mojito, Sangria Especial, Bliss (a peach cider
champagne cocktail), Passionate Pear Berry
Margarita and Caramel Kiss (a creamy dreamy
ice cream drink).
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